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Issue: Alcohol, Drug Abuse/Addiction 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 172 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/25/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:03:08 
In our news wrap Friday, Johnson & Johnson and three major U.S. drug distributors say 
they will pay $26 billion to settle opioid addiction claims stemming from some 3,000 
lawsuits involving nearly every state and city. 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 190 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/23/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:05:33 
During the first year of the pandemic, alcohol-related deaths increased dramatically 
by 25 percent, according to a new study. In 2020, deaths jumped from about 79,000 a 
year to 99,000, with the spike seen across all drinking-age groups. Katherine Keyes, 
an epidemiologist at Columbia University’s Mailman School of Public Health, joins 
William Brangham to discuss. 

 

 

Issue: American History/Biography 
 
NOLA:            FIYO  000801 
Series Title:    Finding Your Roots 
Episode Title:   Hidden in the Genes 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         1/4/2022 7:00:00 PM 
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. helps Rebecca Hall and Lee Daniels solve family mysteries 
through DNA detective work, illuminating both history and their own identities. 
 
NOLA:            FIYO  000802 
Series Title:    Finding Your Roots 
Episode Title:   Activists Roots 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         1/11/2022 7:00:00 PM 
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. welcomes Brittany Packnett Cunningham and Anita Hill, two 
guests who made profound sacrifices for social justice, and helps them discover the 
ancestors who made sacrifices for them. 
 
NOLA:            FIYO  000804 
Series Title:    Finding Your Roots 
Episode Title:   Things We Don't Discuss 
Length:          60 minutes 



Airdate:         1/25/2022 7:00:00 PM 
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. works with Pamela Adlon and Kathryn Hahn, two guests whose 
family trees were obscured by scandals, to discover the truth about their ancestors. 
 
NOLA:            AMEX  002007 
Series Title:    American Experience 
Episode Title:   Roberto Clemente 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         1/25/2022 8:00:00 PM 
Baseball great Roberto Clemente's talent and inimitable style drew legions of fans, 
but as this American Experience production reveals, he was more than an exceptional 
baseball player. He was also a committed humanitarian who challenged racial 
discrimination and worked for social justice. 
 
Series Title:    Amanpour and Company 
Episode Title:   Episode 158 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/7/2022 11:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:17:00 
Award-winning author Imani Perry’s latest book “South to America: A Journey Below the 
Mason-Dixon to Understand the Soul of a Nation” explores the divide between the 
Northern and Southern states. She joins Walter Isaacson to discuss how the book can 
help us work through the tensions of today. 
 
Series Title:    Finding Your Roots 
Episode Title:   Fighters 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/8/2022 7:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
Terry Crews and Tony Danza discover they are not the first in their families to 
overcome adversity. 
 
Series Title:    American Experience 
Episode Title:   Riveted: The History of Jeans 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/7/2022 7:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
Discover the fascinating story of this iconic American garment. From their roots in 
slavery to the Wild West, hippies, high fashion and hip-hop, jeans are the fabric on 
which the history of American ideology and politics are writ large. 

 
Series Title:    American Experience 
Episode Title:   Zoot Suit Riots 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/29/2022 8:00:00 PM 
Service:         PBS 
Format:          Documentary 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
In the aftermath of a highly publicized trial for the murder of a young Mexican-
American man in 1942, Los Angeles erupted in violent riots that scarred race 
relations for decades to come. Hector Elizondo narrates. 

 

 



Issue: Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 136 
Airdate:         1/6/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:08:40 
Congress is still investigating the origins and planning behind last year's 
insurrection on Jan. 6 — the most violent assault on the United States Capitol since 
the British attack during the war of 1812. Amna Nawaz takes a look back at the 
historic and deadly events of that day. 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 146 
Airdate:         1/20/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:09:16 
Jury selection began Thursday in the federal trial of three former Minneapolis police 
officers charged in the killing of George Floyd. The charges and issues in this 
federal trial are different from those in the earlier state trial that ended in the 
conviction of Derek Chauvin. Special correspondent Fred de Sam Lazaro and John Yang 
report. 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 148 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         1/24/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:04:01 
The past two years of this pandemic have been especially difficult for students, who 
have experienced major disruptions to both their education and social lives. In a 
special program that premieres Tuesday, NewsHour's Student Reporting Labs team is 
exploring how many young people are dealing with the new normal. Here's a look at how 
one teacher has taken an unconventional approach to learning. 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 157 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/4/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:08:03 
Minneapolis is again at the center of controversy after a young Black man, 22-year-
old Amir Locke, was killed Wednesday by police as they executed what's called a "no-
knock warrant." This killing is raising further questions about the tactic, and 
police policy more broadly. Associated Press reporter Amy Forliti joins William 
Brangham to discuss. Warning: Viewers may find some images disturbing. 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 160 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/9/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:07:28 
The opioid overdose crisis that killed more than 100,000 Americans in a year is being 
called one of the most pressing national security and public health challenges facing 
the U.S. A majority of the overdoses are driven by the potent synthetic opioid 
fentanyl. Maryland Rep. David Trone, co-chair of the federal Commission on Combating 
Synthetic Opioid Trafficking, joins William Brangham to discuss. 

 



Series Title:    Amanpour and Company 
Episode Title:   Episode 163 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/14/2022 11:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:17:38 
The United States is experiencing a significant rise in violent crime. Twelve major 
cities racked up record-breaking annual homicide rates last year. But Dallas managed 
a 13 percent decrease. Dallas Mayor Eric Johnson joins Michel Martin to discuss. 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 189 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/22/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:08:24 
Supreme Court nominee Ketanji Brown Jackson spent hours on defending her 
representation of Guantanamo Bay detainees and denying she'd been too lenient in 
child pornography cases. Saikrishna Prakash, a University of Virginia law professor 
and former clerk to Justice Clarence Thomas, and Margaret Russell, a law professor at 
Santa Clara University, join Judy Woodruff to discuss the hearing. 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 194 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/29/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:07:19 
The Emmett Till Anti-Lynching Act became law on Tuesday, a bipartisan step towards 
acknowledging the history of racial violence in the United States. Amna Nawaz reports 
on the law's significance and what it took to get here. 

 

 

Issue: Economy  
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 140 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         1/12/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:08:46 
The last time inflation rose 7 percent annually was back in 1982 and the latest 
consumer price report shows costs are continuing to spike. That is presenting real 
questions for the Federal Reserve, which is tasked with promoting stable prices. Mary 
Daly, president of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco who also sits on the 
committee that decides interest rates, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss. 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 157 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/4/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:10:28 
The U.S. labor market proved to be stronger than expected last month despite the 
omicron surge. Employers added 467,000 jobs as the economy picked up momentum, while 
the Labor Department said there were nearly 700,000 more jobs created in November and 
December than first reported. 
 



Series Title:    PBS NewsHour Weekend 
Episode Title:   Episode 66 
Length:          30 minutes 
Airdate:         2/13/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:04:33 
Inflation in the U.S. has jumped at its fastest rate in 40 years, the Labor 
Department announced last week. Costs of food and fuel have been rising – and while 
there may be fluctuations in prices, gasoline prices are expected to remain high for 
a while. Ryan Dezember from the Wall Street Journal joins Hari Sreenivasan to 
discuss. 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 169 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/22/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:07:37 
We take a closer look at the new sanctions the Biden administration announced Tuesday 
on Russia and how it could affect the Russian economy. U.S. Deputy Secretary of the 
Treasury Wally Adeyemo joins Judy Woodruff to discuss. 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 170 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/23/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:08:54 
Among the reasons for the current labor shortage in the U.S. is the exodus of older 
workers retiring early during the pandemic. Economics correspondent Paul Solman 
reports. 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 178 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/7/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:04:22 
Russia is one of the world's largest energy producers of both crude oil and natural 
gas. Prices for both commodities have skyrocketed since the war started almost two 
weeks ago, and they are near record territory. Europe especially relies on Russian 
natural gas. But now, the Biden White House is raising possible new, harsh sanctions 
on this vital sector. Geoff Bennett reports. 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 179 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/8/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:07:40 
The U.S. ban on Russian oil adds another level of pressure to a strained global 
market. The average price for a gallon of gas in the U.S. is now $4.17, and the price 
of crude oil topped $130 a barrel earlier this week. Daniel Yergin, vice chairman of 
S&P global and author of several major books on oil and energy including "The Prize" 
and “The New Map,” joins Stephanie Sy to discuss. 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 185 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/16/2022 6:00:00 PM 



Segment Length:  00:05:26 
In addition to Wednesday's hike in a key interest rate, the Federal Reserve also 
signaled it expects to continue to raise rates through the year. Nick Timiraos, chief 
economics correspondent for The Wall Street Journal and author of a new book on the 
Fed's pandemic response called "Trillion Dollar Triage, joins John Yang to discuss. 

 

Ed Slott's Retirement Freedom! (120 min.) 

Aired on 02/26/22 at 3:30pm  

This all-new program follows Ed’s inimitable style of combining current research, in-depth 

expertise, and humor to teach viewers about the ins and outs of their retirements. This program 

provides a step-by-step prescriptive approach to the latest tax and planning information. 

 

Suze Orman's Ultimate Retirement Guide (90 min.) 

Aired on 02/27/22 at 11:30am 

Join the acclaimed personal finance expert for essential advice on planning for and thriving in 

retirement. With empathy, straight talk and humor, Suze provides information about key steps 

for anyone trying to achieve their "ultimate retirement." 

 

WealthTrack with Consuelo Mack (30 min.) 

Weekly series, Mondays at 5:00am 

Consuelo Mack WealthTrack is a weekly half hour series devoted to providing trustworthy, 

understandable advice about how to build and protect wealth over the long-term. One of the most 

experienced business journalists in television, Consuelo Mack consistently attracts experts at the 

highest levels, bringing the best minds in the business to explore building and protecting long-

term wealth. Wide-ranging topics -- including green investing, alternative energy, and insurance 

-- cover all the investments viewers care about: stocks, bonds, real estate, art and collectibles. 

Every episode ends with a personal finance Action Point to help viewers manage their financial 

lives. 

 

 

Issue: Education 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 134 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         1/4/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:06:49 
Out of nearly 100,000 public schools in the United States, more than 90 percent are 
back to in-person classes. But concerns over the spread of COVID has led some 
districts to close for the first two weeks of this new year, and move to virtual 
learning. Judy Woodruff takes a look at what's behind those decisions with chief 
Washington correspondent, Geoff Bennett. 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 148 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         1/24/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:04:01 
The past two years of this pandemic have been especially difficult for students, who 
have experienced major disruptions to both their education and social lives. In a 



special program that premieres Tuesday, NewsHour's Student Reporting Labs team is 
exploring how many young people are dealing with the new normal. Here's a look at how 
one teacher has taken an unconventional approach to learning. 

 
Series Title:    Amanpour and Company 
Episode Title:   Episode 157 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/4/2022 11:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:18:18 
A wave of book-banning is washing over America, and Art Spiegelman is its latest 
target. His acclaimed graphic novel about the Holocaust, “Maus,” was recently banned 
by a TN school board. The reason cited by the board is content that includes nudity, 
profanity and violence — this in reference to a book about a concentration camp. 
Spiegelman discusses what this trend could mean for U.S. democracy. 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour Weekend 
Episode Title:   Episode 64 
Length:          30 minutes 
Airdate:         2/6/2022 5:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:06:19 
Black History Month has put the spotlight on diversity education – and the impact of 
the ban on teaching critical race theory in some states. According to an analysis by 
Education Week, 37 states are considering limits to the teaching of sexism, racism 
and inequality. Nadra Nittle, education reporter for The 19th, joins. 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 181 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/10/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:06:40 
Advocates are sounding the alarm about a set of measures that they say target 
teaching and writing related to LGBTQ issues, race and freedom of speech. Around the 
country, efforts to ban specific books or even whole categories of books are on the 
rise. Jeffrey Brown has a conversation for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS." 

 

 

Issue: Environment/Nature 
 
NOLA:            BIPA  000101 
Series Title:    Big Pacific 
Episode Title:   Mysterious 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         1/05/2022 9:00:00 PM 
Plunge into the Pacific with researchers and cinematographers and see the ocean’s 
rare and dazzling creatures in a way never before seen on television. Filmed in 
cinematic 4K, the program examines an ocean that covers a third of the Earth’s 
surface. 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour Weekend 
Episode Title:   Episode 58 
Length:          30 minutes 
Airdate:         1/16/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:09:25 



Iraq is at the frontlines of the climate crisis, with temperatures rising twice as 
fast as the global average. It’s also a major oil producer and the world’s second 
largest offender of gas flaring, a process that releases CO2. Special Correspondent 
Simona Foltyn reports as part of our ongoing series, “Peril & Promise: The Challenge 
of Climate Change.” 

 
Series Title:    NOVA 
Episode Title:   Arctic Sinkholes 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/2/2022 8:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
Scientists investigate colossal explosions in Siberia and other evidence that rapidly 
melting soil in the Arctic is releasing vast amounts of methane, a potent greenhouse 
gas. What are the implications for our climate future? 

 
Series Title:    Greta Thunberg: A Year to Change the World 
Episode Title:   Episode 2 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/9/2022 9:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
Follow Greta's journey from the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, to 
Poland, where she speaks with miners who have lost their jobs. She also visits the 
UK, where she meets with one of her inspirations -- Sir David Attenborough. 

 
Series Title:    Greta Thunberg: A Year to Change the World 
Episode Title:   Episode 3 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/16/2022 9:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
Join Greta in Switzerland and Denmark to investigate potential solutions to limit 
climate change. She also explores how everyone can play a role, from what we eat to 
what we wear. Finally, she looks for lessons from the world's response to COVID-19. 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 173 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/28/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:04:29 
A new United Nations science report warned that the effects of climate change are 
growing faster and more severe than expected. It cited hunger, disease, poverty and 
other ills made worse by a warming planet and indicated the repercussions may soon 
outstrip humanity's ability to adapt. William Brangham reports. 

 
Series Title:    Amanpour and Company 
Episode Title:   Episode 178 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/7/2022 11:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:17:16 
With oil prices at a 14-year high, the President of the European Commission, Ursula 
von der Leyen, said today that the EU has to “get rid of the dependency on Russian 
gas, oil, and coal.” Bill McKibben says responding with renewables is the way to both 
defeat Putin and alleviate climate change. He tells Hari Sreenivasan that now is the 
time to transition away from fossil fuels. 

 



Series Title:    Expedition with Steve Backshall: Unpacked 
Episode Title:   No Turning Back 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/16/2022 10:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
EXPEDITION: UNPACKED WITH STEVE BACKSHALL gives viewers an exciting new way to 
experience the adventurer’s 10 world-first expeditions. With unseen footage and 
behind-the-scenes content, the two-part series features Backshall as he took on 
extreme physical challenges, encountered extraordinary wildlife and met remarkable 
people around the globe. Interviews recorded in the moments immediately following 
each world-first milestone unveil fresh perspectives, offering viewers a thrilling 
glimpse into 10 adrenaline-fueled adventures. 

 

Issue: Health/Healthcare 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 133 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         1/3/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:05:43 
Millions of Americans have new federal protections from unexpected medical costs if 
they see a doctor they did not choose and who doesn’t accept their insurance. For 
years, the price tag from surprise medical bills could range from hundreds of dollars 
to tens of thousands. But a new law that took effect at the start of the new year 
changes that. Jeffrey Brown explains. 

 
Series Title:    Amanpour and Company 
Episode Title:   Episode 138 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         1/10/2022 11:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:18:07 
As the Omicron variant has pushed U.S. hospitalizations toward a record high, a group 
of doctors has called for the Biden administration to adopt a “new normal” approach, 
as advocated in three recent opinion articles. Among these experts is a former member 
of President Biden’s transition COVID-19 advisory board, Dr. Ezekiel Emanuel. He 
joins the program to explain how the White House should pivot. 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 158 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/7/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:05:33 
Pharmacists and pharmacy workers get far less attention than other health care 
workers, but the stress and pressure has been intense. Staffing shortages and working 
conditions have been a problem throughout the pandemic, and major pharmacy chains and 
independent stores were recently forced to reduce hours as omicron surged and staff 
became sick. Here's what we heard from pharmacists themselves. 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 166 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/17/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:13:04 



The World Health Organization reported infections are down globally. In the last two 
weeks, new cases in the U.S. have decreased by more than 60 percent and a number of 
states and cities have been lifting masking requirements. But experts warn about 
letting our guard down too soon. Dr. Anthony Fauci, chief medical adviser to 
President Biden, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss. 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 186 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/17/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:11:06 
COVID-19 cases, hospitalizations and deaths are all down substantially in the U.S. 
with restrictions loosened in most places. But the nation is still losing more than a 
thousand people a day on average to the virus, and as cases rise in Europe and 
elsewhere, some experts wonder if there will be a new surge. Dr. Anthony Fauci, 
President Biden's chief medical adviser, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss. 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 190 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/23/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:05:33 
During the first year of the pandemic, alcohol-related deaths increased dramatically 
by 25 percent, according to a new study. In 2020, deaths jumped from about 79,000 a 
year to 99,000, with the spike seen across all drinking-age groups. Katherine Keyes, 
an epidemiologist at Columbia University’s Mailman School of Public Health, joins 
William Brangham to discuss. 

 

Aging Backwards 2 With Miranda Esmonde-White (60 min.) 

Miranda Esmonde-White uses new and groundbreaking science to help put an end to this 

defeatist attitude towards aging. Viewers discover the amazing clout of their connective tissue. 

This vital tissue surrounds every part of us and connects - every muscle, nerve, cell, bone and 

organ. Keeping it healthy is the secret to remaining youthful at any age.  

 

Classical Stretch (30 min.) 

Weekly series, Monday – Thursday at 12:00pm 

Program promoting physical fitness and wellbeing through stretching. 

 

Sit and Be Fit (30 min.) 

Weekly series, Fridays at 12:00pm 

Sit and Be Fit is a popular exercise series designed to make exercise fun, easy and safe for 

people of all ages. Programs focus on therapeutic exercises that make everyday activities easier 

to perform; including core strengthening, balance work, stretching and relaxation. Host, Mary 

Ann Wilson, RN designs programs with physical therapists, using creative choreography and a 

diverse selection of music.  

 

You, Happier with Daniel Amen, MD (120 min.) 

Aired on 02/26/22 at 1:30pm 

Americans are the unhappiest they've been since the Great Depression, and it's causing big 

problems. Being unhappy is associated with increased stress, fatigue, weight gain, heart disease, 



premature aging, and a harder (and shorter) life. And it puts a strain on relationships. Depression 

has tripled, and anxiety and addictions have reached record highs. There's a proven, brain-based 

solution to this sad problem. In this groundbreaking program, world-famous psychiatrist and 

founder of Amen Clinics, Dr. Daniel Amen, author of You, Happier: The 7 Neuroscience Secrets 

of Feeling Good Based on Your Brain Type will show you how you can be 30%happier in just 

30 days! 

 

 

Issue: Immigration/Refugees 

 
Series Title:    Finding Your Roots 
Episode Title:   Children of Exile 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         1/4/2022 8:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. retraces the ancestral journeys of David Chang and Raul 
Esparza, whose families fled their homelands, leading them to find lost parts of 
themselves along the way. 

 
Series Title:    No Passport Required 
Episode Title:   Boston 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/20/2022 3:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
Marcus Samuelsson goes to the greater Boston area to learn more about Portuguese, 
Brazilian, and Cape Verdean food traditions. Marcus eats Portuguese chowder with 
halibut on a fishing boat, visits a Portuguese marketplace where he tries plenty of 
bacalhau, and later, in a home kitchen, he makes a bacalhau gratin with cheese and 
potatoes. He also learns the history of Afro-Brazilian martial art capoeira over açaí 
bowls and Brazilian baked goods, listens to a Cape Verdean singer and tries Cape 
Verdean specialties like cachupa and jagacida, and, of course, heads to a 
churrascaria for lots and lots of meat. 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 188 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/21/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:08:39 
One neighboring country that shares a 300-mile border with Ukraine is Poland. Poland 
has received more than 2 million Ukrainian refugees over the past three weeks and is 
also providing military assistance to Ukraine. So how does this frontline country 
feel about the war next door? Marek Magierowski, Poland’s ambassador to the United 
States, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss. 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 189 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/22/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:07:36 
The conflict in Ukraine has only highlighted the crisis of displaced people seeking 
safe haven, now at 82 million according to the U.N. refugee agency. While much of the 
focus in the U.S. has been on immigration enforcement along the southern border, the 



northern frontier with Canada has generally seen less activity. But officials fear 
that could change. Fred de Sam Lazaro reports. 

 

 

Issue: Minnesota Politics and Legislature 
 

Almanac (60 min.)  

Weekly series, Fridays at 7:00pm 

Minnesota’s longest-running public affairs program. Join co-hosts Eric Eskola and Cathy Wurzer 

every Friday night.  

 

Almanac at The Capital (30 min.)  

Weekly series, Wednesdays at 10:30pm (season premiered 02/02/22) 

 

Broadcasting live during the legislative session as bills are passed and deals are made. All the 

most important lawmakers and decision makers from every corner of the state make regular 

appearances in live debates, committee highlights and floor action. Almanac at the Capitol is 

hosted by Mary Lahammer. 

 

Capitol Report (30 min.)  
Weekly series, Fridays at 6:00am and 09:00pm 

Capitol Report, hosted by Shannon Loehrke, is a weekly public affairs program featuring the 

views of state lawmakers and policymakers on pressing state issues and pending legislation.  

 

Your Legislators (60 min.) 

Weekly series, Thursdays at 8:00pm (season premiered 01/27/22) 

A weekly update from Pioneer Public TV. Roundtable format show with Minnesota Legislators 

and the issues they are currently dealing with at the legislature in St. Paul. 

 

MN Channel Legislative Coverage   

Daily coverage Monday – Friday, 8:00am – 6:00pm (session coverage started 01/31/22) 

The MN Channel also provides gavel to gavel coverage of the Minnesota State Legislature when 

in session. Lakeland’s MN Channel is available over the air on channel 9.6 in the Bemidji area, 

channel 22.6 in the Brainerd area, and on many cable systems throughout north central 

Minnesota. 

 

Issue: Minnesota Local, Regional, State News 

 

Lakeland News (30 min.) (Local production) 

Weekly series, Monday – Friday at 10:00pm, repeats Tuesday – Saturday at 5:00, 5:30 & 

6:30am. 

Lakeland News fills the void for local news in northern and central Minnesota. The program 

covers the activities, events and people of Lakeland PBS’ viewing area. Lakeland News also 

covers the weather and sports events of the area. Tune in five nights a week with news director 

and anchor, Dennis Weimann. 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 



Episode Title:   Episode 164 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/15/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:07:20 
Three high profile police killings of Black men in the past two years have led to 
ongoing conversations about racial justice in Minnesota. There’s also been noticeable 
solidarity between the state’s African American and African immigrant populations. 
Special correspondent Fred de Sam Lazaro reports. 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 166 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/17/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:06:33 
This is the fourth week of the trial of three former officers who were on duty with 
Derek Chauvin when he murdered George Floyd in 2020. The officers are on trial for 
their role in his death and over questions about what they should have done at the 
time. Christy Lopez, who oversaw investigations of police departments at the Justice 
Department from 2010 to 2017, joins William Brangham to discuss. 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 167 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/18/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:02:27 
Kim Potter, the former Minneapolis police officer who killed Daunte Wright, was 
sentenced on Friday to two years in prison. That was far less than the standard 
manslaughter sentence of around seven years. Potter fatally shot Wright, a 20-year-
old Black motorist, during a routine traffic stop last April. Special correspondent 
Fred de Sam Lazaro has our story. 

 

Issue: Minnesota Arts, Culture, Interests, and History 

 

Common Ground (30 min.) (Local production) 

Weekly series, Thursdays at 7:00pm   

Common Ground explores the unique people, places, and events that surround us here in North 

Central Minnesota.  Each week, we will take viewers on a journey of exploration into the diverse 

art, cultures, and history that help to shape and define our communities. Executive produced and 

narrated by Scott C. Knudson. New episode details listed below: 

 

#1305 “Bemidji’s Carnegie Library Restoration 1 of 2” – 01/27/22  

Look back at Bemidji's efforts to preserve and restore the historic Carnegie Library on the shore 

of Lake Bemidji. Join those involved in saving Bemidji's historic Carnegie Library from the 

wrecking ball and bringing an early 20th century building into our modern era. Part 1 of 2. 

 

#1306 “Bemidji’s Carnegie Library Restoration 2 of 2” – 02/03/22  

Look back at Bemidji's efforts to preserve and restore the historic Carnegie Library on the shore 

of Lake Bemidji. Join those involved in saving Bemidji's historic Carnegie Library from the 

wrecking ball and bringing an early 20th century building into our modern era. Part 2 of 2. 

 



#1307 “Vergus Dairy Museum and Crow Wing Viking Fest” – 02/10/22  

In this two-segment episode we visit Gordon's Butter and Dairy Museum in Vergas, Minnesota 

packed with six hundred-plus items preserving the history of small dairy-farm life. Also, tour the 

annual Crow Wing Viking Festival held at the Crow Wing County Fairgrounds in Lakeland 

PBS's Brainerd viewing area where they strive for authenticity with their reenactments and 

participants with "no horns". 

 

#1308 “Bemidji Area Cross Country Ski Club 1 of 2” – 02/17/22 

Examine the culture and history of Nordic skiing, as you tag along with dedicated members of 

the Bemidji Area Cross Country Ski Club. Also learn how the volunteers prepare the trails pre-

season, then groom the snow. Follow along the multiple trails surrounding Bemidji for a pleasant 

experience in the beautiful, natural outdoors for the club's various events, as well as everyday 

aerobic fun. Pt 1 of 2. 

 

#1309 “Bemidji Area Cross Country Ski Club 2 of 2” – 02/24/22  

Examine the culture and history of Nordic skiing, as you tag along with dedicated members of 

the Bemidji Area Cross Country Ski Club. Also learn how the volunteers prepare the trails pre-

season, then groom the snow. Follow along the multiple trails surrounding Bemidji for a pleasant 

experience in the beautiful, natural outdoors for the club's various events, as well as everyday 

aerobic fun. Pt 2 of 2. 

 

Lakeland Currents (30 min.) (Local production) 

Weekly series, Fridays at 8:00pm 

A local public affairs program discussing topics, organizations, and issues affecting the 

communities of northern and central Minnesota. Join producer and host, Jason Edens each week 

for a new topic. New episode details listed below: 

 

#1510 “218 Relocate Program” – 01/07/22  

Join Lakeland Currents host Jason Edens as he welcomes his next guests, Assistant Director Erin 

Echternach for Greater Bemidji and Tony Carr, a program funding recipient. We find out how 

the 218 Relocate incentive program is helping remote-working professionals make the Bemidji 

area their home by providing access to networking and entrepreneurial resources at the 

LaunchPad. 

 

#1511 “CRMC Employs Orthopedic Robot!” – 01/21/22  

Join Lakeland Currents host Jason Edens as he welcomes his next guest, Orthopedic Physician 

Assistant Tom Lewandowski from Cuyuna Regional Medical Center (CRMC). Tom fills us in on 

how CRMC is utilizing robotic equipment to assist in the surgical department in orthopedic 

medicine. We learn how this new orthopedic robot will benefit the medical field. 

 

#1512 “Reality of Human Trafficking in Northern MN” – 01/28/22  

Join Lakeland Currents host Jason Edens as he welcomes his next guests, Regional Navigator 

Kate LePage with East Central MN Safe Harbor and Heather Kelm, Executive Director of Port 

Homes while they discuss the hard facts on human trafficking and its effects 

 on our families and communities in Minnesota. 

 



#1513 “Workforce Labor Shortages” – 02/04/22 

Join Lakeland Currents host Jason Edens as he welcomes his next guests, Executive Director 

Abby Randall from the Bemidji Area Chamber of Commerce and Leon Merck, CEO of Lueken’s 

Village Foods. In this episode, they discuss the ongoing labor shortage in Bemidji and 

surrounding regions. Points of why and when it started are theorized as well as how they’re 

adapting to this changing environment. 

 

#1514 “Minnesota Conservation Federation” – 02/11/22 

Join Lakeland Currents host Jason Edens as he welcomes his next guest, Executive Director Brad 

Gausman from the Minnesota Conservation Federation. In this episode, we learn the background 

and purpose of the nonprofit organization as well as what its current projects and objectives are 

going forward.    

 

#1515 “The Fight Against AIS in MN Waters” – 02/18/22 

Join Lakeland Currents host Jason Edens as he welcomes his next guests, Pelican Lakes AIS 

Coordinator Susan Koering and Dana Gutzmann, AIS lake technician for Cass County 

Environmental Services as they discuss concerns, current strategies and research being 

conducted to contain Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS) in Minnesota Waters. 

 

#1516 “The Future of Nuclear Energy in Minnesota” – 02/25/22 

Join Lakeland Currents host Jason Edens as he welcomes his next guests from the Minnesota 

based company Xcel Energy, General Manager of Nuclear Fleet Operations Josh Ohotto and 

Pam Gorman, Director of Nuclear Regulatory Policy. Together, we learn about what the future 

holds for nuclear energy as we transition from fossil fuel to renewable energy systems. 

 

#1517 “All Things Electric Vehicles” – 03/04/22 

Join Lakeland Currents host Jason Edens as he welcomes his next guest, Shift2Electric Chief EV 

Educator and Strategist Jukka Kukkonen. Founder Mr. Kukkonen provides insight on the 

growing industry here in Minnesota as we learn about the electric vehicle market and costs and 

benefits of the rapidly emerging technology. 

 

#1518 “National Arbor Day at Northland Arboretum” – 03/25/22 

Join Lakeland Currents host Jason Edens as he welcomes his next guest, Executive Director 

Candace Zimmerman from Northland Arboretum in Brainerd, Minnesota. We learn more about 

Northland Arboretum’s mission to engage the community with nature through activities and 

education while practicing conservation. 

 

Backroads (30 min.) (Local production) 

Weekly series, Thursdays at 7:30pm 

A live music program featuring local musicians from across north central Minnesota on 

Lakeland Public Television. Produced by Andrew Dziengel. New episodes listed below: 

 

#2501 “Mary Cutrufello” – 02/10/22  

St. Paul based rock singer-songwriter Mary Cutrufello owns the stage with her amazing guitar 

rhythms while captivating the audience with her gritty, soulful sound. 

 



#2502 “Jon Arthur Schmidt” – 02/17/22 

Singer-songwriter Jon Arthur Schmidt is a multi-instrumentalist and recording artist who 

combines his traditional folk roots with sounds that resonate the colors and tones of the Midwest. 

 

#2503 “Christopher David Hanson Band” – 02/24/22 

Roots rock with a twist of throwback country flare, eclectic swing, and beautifully penned story 

lyrics sum up this energetic northern Minnesota three piece. 

 

Minnesota Roadside Attractions Pt. 2 (60 min.) (local production) 

Aired 03/14/22 at 9:00pm 

Tag along for part 2 as we continue across the great state of Minnesota, exploring some of the 

unique landmarks that make our communities so special. Cast your vote on who has the best Paul 

Bunyan in the Northland and meet his girlfriend Lucette in Hackensack. Travel down to west 

central Minnesota where we find several one-of-a-kind landmarks in and around Frazee, 

Rothsay, and Vining. You can also catch sight of the largest Walleye in the U.S. border town of 

Baudette and visit Eveleth for their tribute to the great sport of hockey. 

 

Issue: Minorities/Civil Rights 
 
Series Title:    Independent Lens 
Episode Title:   Home From School: The Children of Carlisle 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         1/10/2022 10:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
Northern Arapaho tribal members travel from Wyoming to Pennsylvania to retrieve the 
stories and remains of children who died at Carlisle Indian Boarding School in the 
1880s. More than a century later, will these Native American boys finally come home? 

 
Series Title:    Amanpour and Company 
Episode Title:   Episode 145 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         1/19/2022 11:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
Laura Coates was a trial attorney in the Civil Rights Division of the Justice 
Department, before becoming a prosecutor as assistant U.S. attorney for the District 
of Columbia. In her new book “Just Pursuit,” she reveals the reality of working as a 
Black woman within a legal system that is widely considered racist. She joins Michel 
Martin to discuss how the pursuit of justice can create injustice. 
 
Series Title:    Firing Line with Margaret Hoover 
Episode Title:   Lonnie Bunch 
Length:          30 minutes 
Airdate:         2/4/2022 9:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:26:46 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Lonnie Bunch kicks off Black History Month with a 
discussion on the importance of studying a complete history, the role of museums in 
society and his continued work to preserve America’s story for future generations. 

 
Series Title:    FRONTLINE 
Episode Title:   American Reckoning 
Length:          90 minutes 



Airdate:         2/15/2022 9:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  01:26:46 
An unsolved 1960s murder reveals an untold story of the civil rights movement and 
Black resistance. "American Reckoning" draws on rarely seen footage filmed more than 
50 years ago in Natchez, Mississippi, and follows one family's search for justice. 
 
Series Title:    American Experience 
Episode Title:   The American Diplomat 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/15/2022 8:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
Discover how three Black diplomats broke racial barriers at the US State Department 
during the Cold War. Asked to represent the best of American ideals abroad while 
facing discrimination at home, they left a lasting impact on the Foreign Service. 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 171 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/24/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:06:26 
Three former Minneapolis police officers have been convicted in federal court of 
violating George Floyd’s civil rights. They were on the scene assisting fellow 
officer Derek Chauvin when he pressed his knee into Floyd’s neck for more than nine 
minutes, killing him and setting off a wave of racial justice protests worldwide. 
John Yang reports. 

 

Bring Her Home (60 min.) 

Aired on 03/21/22 at 9:00pm 

BRING HER HOME follows three Indigenous women - an artist, an activist and a politician - as 

they work to vindicate and honor their relatives who are victims in the growing epidemic of 

Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women. As they face the lasting effects of historical trauma, 

each woman searches for healing while navigating the oppressive systems that brought about this 

very crisis. 

 
Series Title:    American Experience 
Episode Title:   Zoot Suit Riots 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/29/2022 9:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
In the aftermath of a highly publicized trial for the murder of a young Mexican-
American man in 1942, Los Angeles erupted in violent riots that scarred race 
relations for decades to come. Hector Elizondo narrates. 

 

Native Report (30 min.) 

Weekly series, Sundays at 10:30pm, Saturdays at 4:30pm 

Native Report is an entertaining, informative magazine style series that celebrates Native 

American culture and heritage, listens to tribal elders, and talks to some of the most powerful and 

influential leaders of Indian Country today. The series is attractive to both a general and tribal 

audience, promoting understanding between cultures, tribes and reservations...offering a venue 

for the stories of challenge and success coming from Minnesota's tribal communities... and 

educating public television viewers about the culture and traditions of native citizens. Native 



Report is hosted by Stacey Thunder, an enrolled member of the Red Lake Nation, and co-hosted 

by Tadd Johnson who is an enrolled member of the Bois Forte Band of Chippewa. The Native 

Report season consists of fifteen episodes. We have been running season 16 since last year and 

started running season 17 as they become available as of March 2022.   

 

Issue: National Politics/Government 

 

Chavis Chronicles (30 min.) 

Weekly series, Tuesdays at 6:00am 

The Chavis Chronicles is a thought-provoking half-hour weekly talk show with an urban 

American flair featuring interviews with famous leaders and politicians, doctors and scientists, 

cultural leaders and influencers from around the globe. The public affairs program goes beyond 

the headlines offering insights on matters that impact the public, and provides a unique 

perspective from a renowned living legend of the African-American world. Each week, Dr. 

Benjamin F. Chavis, Jr. hosts the 52-part series. 

 

Firing Line with Margaret Hoover (30 min.)  

Weekly series, Fridays at 9:00pm 

Join author, activist and political commentator Margaret Hoover for a public affairs talk show 

that delivers a civil and engaging contest of ideas among the brightest minds and freshest voices 

from across the political spectrum. 

 

PBS NewsHour (60 min.) 

Weekly series, Monday – Friday at 6:00pm. 

The PBS NewsHour continues to provide in-depth analysis of current events with a news 

summary, live interviews and discussions of domestic and international issues. 

 

PBS NewsHour Weekend (30 min.) 

Weekly series, Saturdays & Sundays at 6:00pm. 

PBS NewsHour Weekend features a summary of the day's national and international news, using 

renowned experts to offer analysis. Each weekend broadcast will contain original, in-depth field 

reporting on topics including education, healthcare, the economy, energy, science and 

technology, religion, finance and the arts. Hari Sreenivasan anchors. 

 

State of the Union Address: A PBS NewsHour Special Report (180 min.) 

Aired 03/01/22 at 7:00pm  

Coverage of the State of the Union – PBS NewsHour will provide live coverage of the 

president’s speech, the Republican response, and analysis from the PBS NewsHour team. 

 

Jackson Confirmation Hearings: A PBS NewsHour Special Report 

Times Varied each day, started at 10:00am – 3:00pm or until daily session was over 

Aired on 03/21/22 – 03/23/22 on Ch. 9.5 (L-PLUS) for uninterrupted coverage 

Live coverage of the Senate Judiciary Committee Hearing of Ketanji Brown Jackson’s 

nomination to the United States Supreme Court. 

 



Washington Week (30 min.) 
Weekly series, Fridays at 8:30pm 

Washington Week, PBS's longest-running public affairs series, features Washington's top 

journalists analyzing the week's top news stories and their effect on the lives of all Americans. 

 

Issue: Poverty/Hunger 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour Weekend 
Episode Title:   Episode 56 
Length:          30 minutes 
Airdate:         1/9/2022 5:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:06:54 
In the U.S. 30% of families headed by Black mothers live below the poverty line. But 
one initiative in Mississippi is trying to address that problem with a guaranteed 
income program Magnolia Mother’s Trust is giving $1,000 a month to 100 working Black 
moms in Jackson – hoping to prove that extra monthly stipend can go a long way toward 
lifting Black women and their children out of poverty. Zachary Green reports as part 
of our ongoing series, “Chasing the Dream: Poverty, Opportunity and Justice in 
America.” 

 

Issue: Religion/Ethics 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 146 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         1/20/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:06:06 
A tough new report finds the retired Pope Benedict failed to deal adequately with 
sexual abuse cases when he was the leader of a German diocese decades ago. Stephanie 
Sy has the latest on these revelations and how they reflect on the Vatican's 
leadership. 
 

Issue: Science/Technology 
 
Series Title:    NOVA 
Episode Title:   Alaskan Dinosaurs 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         1/19/2022 9:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
Wielding chainsaws to extract fossils frozen into the permafrost and flying drones to 
map thousands of footprints, intrepid paleontologists discover that dinosaurs thrived 
in the unlikeliest of places -- the cold and dark of the Arctic Circle. 

 
Series Title:    Animals with Cameras, A Nature Miniseries 
Episode Title:   Australia 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         1/26/2022 7:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
Wildlife cameraman Gordon Buchanan fronts the team helping scientists investigate the 
lives of some of Australia's most iconic animals.  Koalas, fruit bats and kangaroos 
take the cameras into their secret worlds. 

 



Series Title:    NOVA 
Episode Title:   Great Mammoth Mystery 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/16/2022 8:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
Join Sir David Attenborough on a unique excavation of a site in southwest England 
with rare traces of ancient mammoths and Neanderthals. Featuring hands-on experiments 
with replicas of Neanderthal-era spears and photorealistic reconstructions of the 
site's ancient riverside setting, NOVA brings the world of prehistoric Britain 
vividly to life, illuminated by the inimitable thoughts and insights of Sir David 
Attenborough 
 
Series Title:    NOVA 
Episode Title:   Augmented 
Length:          120 minutes 
Airdate:         2/23/2022 8:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  01:56:46 
An inventor of bionic limbs teams up with an injured climber and a leading surgeon to 
test a new amputation technique that allows prosthetic limbs to move and feel like 
the real thing. 

 
Series Title:    NOVA 
Episode Title:   Looking For Life on Mars 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/16/2022 8:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
In the wake of several failed missions to Mars, NASA dispatches the aptly named 
Phoenix to see if soil conditions on the Red Planet might have allowed for the 
development of life—the holy grail of Mars exploration. 
 
Series Title:    NOVA 
Episode Title:   Secrets in Our DNA 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/30/2022 8:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
Some 30 million Americans have sent their DNA to be analyzed by companies like 
23andMe and AncestryDNA, hoping to obtain clues to family origins and forecasts of 
their future health. Some users have found family members and discovered lurking 
genetic risks. But what happens once the sample is in the hands of testing companies? 
What are they looking at and how accurate are their results? NOVA explores the power 
of this information and the unintended consequences that can arise from sharing our 
data with these rapidly growing online databases. DNA results that offer estimates of 
health risks can be misleading, and the discovery of intimate family secrets can tear 
relationships apart. Meanwhile, law enforcement is increasingly turning to the DNA-
sharing website GEDmatch as an extraordinarily powerful tool for cracking cold cases, 
as demonstrated by the 2018 arrest of California’s notorious Golden State Killer 
after 42 years at large. What is the peril and promise of consumer DNA testing? 

 

Issue: War/Veterans/National Security 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 138 
Length:          60 minutes 



Airdate:         1/10/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:10:47 
It is one of the most significant crises with Russia since the end of the Cold War: 
100,000 Russian troops on Ukraine’s border that the U.S. says could invade within 
weeks. Meanwhile, American and Russian diplomats have kicked off intense talks. Debra 
Cagan, a former American diplomat, and Dmitri Trenin, of the Carnegie Moscow Center, 
join Nick Schifrin to discuss. 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 141 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         1/13/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:05:49 
A week of diplomacy in Europe concluded Thursday, with the U.S. and European 
countries meeting with Russia over its massive military deployment on the borders of 
Ukraine. But the talks did not end well. Nick Schifrin reports on where the standoff 
may head moving forward. 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 150 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         1/26/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:08:37 
The United States and NATO on Wednesday rejected Russia's demands that Ukraine never 
be allowed to become a member of NATO, and that the expansion of NATO since 1997 be 
rolled back. Russian officials said they would study the written response they 
received, but blamed the West for taking aggressive actions and said it will take the 
necessary retaliatory measures. Nick Schifrin reports. 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 153 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         1/31/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:08:27 
Over the weekend, North Korea tested a missile that flew so far that it could have 
reached the U.S. territory of Guam in the South Pacific. It is North Korea’s longest-
range test since 2017, and seventh such test this month -- the most launched so 
closely together in the 10 years of leader Kim Jong Un’s rule. Nick Schifrin reports. 

 
Series Title:    Amanpour and Company 
Episode Title:   Episode 155 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/2/2022 11:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:18:07 
Syria’s Bashar al-Assad is notching up diplomatic ties with several countries raising 
the question of what message this sends to the world, given the brutal conduct of his 
regime. Abdul Qader Zamanand Terry Best explain how they saved each other’s lives. 
Bear Grylls’ mission is to empower all of us to reach our full potential, and that is 
at the heart of his latest project, BecomingX. 

 
Series Title:    Washington Week 
Episode Title:   Episode 33 
Length:          30 minutes 
Airdate:         2/11/2022 8:30:00 PM 



Segment Length:  00:25:50 
U.S. officials warned that the standoff between Russia and Ukraine is an escalating 
situation, that comes as the Pentagon has ordered 3,000 more American troops to 
deploy to Poland and President Biden is set to speak with Russia President Vladimir 
Putin on Saturday. And the National Archives asked the Department of Justice to 
investigate Former President Trump’s handling of White House documents. 

 
Series Title:    Amanpour and Company 
Episode Title:   Episode 171 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/24/2022 11:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
Since dawn, explosions have been reported in cities and airports across Ukraine. 
Citizens are leaving the capital city in a mass exodus of vehicles. Subway stations 
are serving as bomb shelters. And as Putin joins the ranks of global tyrants and 
pariahs, Western powers promise massive and punitive sanctions. Experts and 
journalists join the show to discuss Russia’s attack on Ukraine. 

 
Series Title:    FRONTLINE 
Episode Title:   Putin's Road to War 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/15/2022 8:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
The inside story of what led to Vladimir Putin’s war on Ukraine. The events that 
shaped the Russian leader, the grievances that drive him, and how a growing conflict 
with the West exploded into war in Europe. 
 
Series Title:    FRONTLINE 
Episode Title:   Putin's Way 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/15/2022 9:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:56:46 
FRONTLINE investigates the accusations of criminality and corruption that have 
surrounded Vladimir Putin’s reign in Russia. Tracing his career back over two 
decades, “Putin’s Way” reveals how the accumulation of wealth and power has led to 
autocratic rule and the specter of a new Cold War. 
 
Series Title:    Amanpour and Company 
Episode Title:   Episode 190 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/23/2022 11:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:55:39 
European Council President Charles Michel explains what needs to be done to defeat 
Putin. Ambassador Vsevolod Chentsov discusses Ukraine's fight to take back territory 
from Russian troops. Rep. Elissa Slotkin discusses her constituents' attitudes toward 
tough sanctions against Russia. Former CDC director Dr. Tom Frieden explains why now 
is the time to pick up the pace on public health. 

 

 

Issue: Women 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour Weekend 
Episode Title:   Episode 59 
Length:          30 minutes 



Airdate:         1/22/2022 5:00:00 PM 
Service:         PBS-NPS 
Segment Length:  00:05:40 
Mississippi is the only state in the nation without a law requiring equal pay for 
women—but that could be about to change. Ivette Feliciano sits down with Cassandra 
Welchlin, Executive Director of the Mississippi Black Women’s Roundtable, to discuss 
her team’s push for equal-pay legislation, and the current status of Mississippi’s 
equal pay bill. 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 149 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         1/25/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:08:22 
Since the Taliban took over control of Afghanistan last year, the future of the 
country's women has been in peril. Many girls are barred from receiving an education, 
and women are prevented from holding many jobs. Back in 2019, special correspondent 
Jane Ferguson met with a female doctor in Kabul, and she recently returned to find 
that same doctor now faced with a previously unimaginable choice 
 
Series Title:    American Masters 
Episode Title:   Marian Anderson: The Whole World in Her Hands 
Length:          120 minutes 
Airdate:         2/8/2022 9:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  01:56:46 
Discover an international singer who captivated royalty in Europe and defied the 
conscience of 1939 America. Watch rare archival footage and hear audio recordings 
exploring her life and career from the Metropolitan Opera to the State Department. 

 
Series Title:    Fannie Lou Hamer's America: An America ReFramed Special 
Length:          90 minutes 
Airdate:         2/22/2022 8:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  01:26:46 
Archival audio footage and rare television appearances illustrate the political and 
humanitarian career of civil rights activist Fannie Lou Hamer. 

 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 169 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/22/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:06:24 
The U.S. women's national soccer team has reached a $24 million equal-pay settlement 
with the U.S. Soccer Federation. The federation also committed to equalizing future 
pay for women. Julie Foudy, an ESPN analyst, retired two-time World Cup champion and 
Olympic gold medalist, joins Stephanie Sy to discuss the momentous day for women's 
soccer. 

 

To The Contrary (30 min.)  

Weekly series, Fridays at 9:30pm 

This weekly news analysis program is the only woman-centered national news/talk show on 

television. Dedicated to the premise that women of all ethnic backgrounds and political 

persuasions are an important part of the national dialogues, the series provides a platform for the 

multifaceted views of involved, informed women journalists and commentators. Topics range 



from women's health to family issues to women in the workplace, the environment, women in 

finance and education. 

 

This is America & the World #2515 “Supporting Women Veterans” (30 min.) 

Aired Saturday, 01/01/22 at 4:00pm 

In this program, Dennis Wholey examines the unique challenges many women face during and 

after their service in the military. To learn more, Dennis Wholey speaks with retired US Army 

Specialist, Yumari Cruz about her experiences during her service in Afghanistan, as well as the 

trauma she sustained from both her time in a war zone but also due to sexual assault and 

mistreatment from fellow service members. Ms. Cruz explains that her experiences are shared by 

many other women and how they dramatically impacted the way in which she transitioned to 

civilian life. However, this did not stop her from seeking the help needed to enjoy the career she 

has built for herself today. To understand the full experience of many women veterans, Dennis 

Wholey also speaks with Chief Program Officer for the Wounded Warrior Project, Jennifer 

Silva. She explains the variety of challenges women face as a result of their service and the 

institutional changes that can be made to advocate for female service members. Moments before 

the interview, Ms. Silva testified before Congress in support of women veterans and discussed 

the Wounded Warrior Project's recent release of the Women Warriors Initiative Report. 

 

Issue: World News & Events 

 

Amanpour and Company (60 min.)  

Weekly series, Monday – Friday at 11:00pm. 

Christiane Amanpour leads wide-ranging, in-depth conversations with global thought leaders and 

cultural influencers on the issues and trends impacting the world each day, from politics, 

business and technology to arts, science and sports. 

 

Asia Insight (30 min.) 

Weekly series, Mondays at 6:00am. 

Asia Insight provides an in-depth look at the realities of Asia today – a dynamic region that faces 

political, economic, cultural, and technological change. Recent episodes have featured a variety 

of stories, including the shutdown of a pro-democracy newspaper in Hong Kong, Taiwan’s fight 

to achieve zero plastic waste, and more. 

 

BBC World News America (30 min.)  

Weekly series, Monday – Friday at 5:30pm 

BBC World News America delivers coverage and analysis of international events and issues 

with a fresh perspective, connecting the dots between the United States and the world. Matt Frei 

and Katty Kay serve as series anchors. 

 

BBC World News (30 min.) 

Weekly series, Monday – Friday at 10:30pm 

The latest global news from the world's largest news broadcaster. The newscasts contain all the 

most up-to-date news, interviews, analysis, business reports and world sports news. 

 



DW Focus on Europe (30 min.) 

Weekly series, Mondays at 6:30am 
The weekly magazine reports on the diversity of the continent’s people and places – and on 
the conflicts and coexistence of the people of Europe. Focus on Europe presents genuine 

stories about the lives of real people – from the Polish blacksmith to the Finnish air traffic 

controller, from a British businessman to a Turkish women's activist. Reporters file their stories 

from all over the continent and special editions are devoted to a particular country or event. 

Focus on Europe – up close, visually powerful, exciting and balanced profiles and reporting.  

 

GZERO World with Ian Bremmer (30 min.) 

Weekly series, Mondays at 5:30am 

A public affairs series offering compelling discussion about global politics with people from all 

sides of the political spectrum. GZERO comes at a time when the world order that has united 

much of the globe since the end of World War II is fraying, and global summits like G-7 and G-

20 no longer have the influence they once did. Each week, Ian Bremmer, a renowned political 

scientist, shares his perspective on recent global events and sits down with world leaders, noted 

experts and newsmakers who are shaping the current international order. The series includes a 

political satire segment called "Puppet Regime," which uses felt puppets of world leaders and 

many others - such as Donald Trump, Vladimir Putin, Kim Jong-Un and Angela Merkel, as well 

as business leaders like Mark Zuckerberg – to help make sense of the serious and complex issues 

of today's international politics. 

 

This is America & the World (30 min.) 

Weekly series, Saturdays at 4:00pm 

This is America is entirely devoted to international content with personal conversations, 

roundtable discussions, and on-location mini documentaries with world leaders, newsmakers, 

and extraordinary individuals in the United States and around the world. Hosted by Dennis 

Wholey. 

 

 

Issue: Youth 
 
Series Title:    Amanpour and Company 
Episode Title:   Episode 154 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/1/2022 11:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:16:38 
As Pfizer prepares to seek U.S. authorization for use of its vaccine on children 6 
months to 5 years old, hesitancy amongst parents still poses a problem. In the U.S. 
just 28% of 5- to 11-year-olds have received one dose. Garrison Elementary School in 
Washington, D.C. has become a standard-bearer, with 80% of its students receiving 
their first shot. Principal Brigham Kiplinger joins to discuss. 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 154 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         2/1/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:06:23 



Pfizer asked the Food and Drug Administration Tuesday to authorize two low-dose shots 
for children between six months and 5 years old. Dr. Yvonne Maldonado, a professor of 
pediatric infectious disease at Stanford University who has helped conduct trials for 
the under-5 vaccine, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss. 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 190 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/23/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:07:01 
In our news wrap Wednesday, Moderna is reporting that its coronavirus vaccine is 
effective in children under the age of 6 and will seek approval in the U.S. and 
Europe, 
 
Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 
Episode Title:   Episode 195 
Length:          60 minutes 
Airdate:         3/30/2022 6:00:00 PM 
Segment Length:  00:07:11 
A controversial new law went into effect in Florida this week. Coined by opponents as 
the "Don't Say Gay" bill, it forbids instruction on sexual orientation and gender 
identity for kindergarten through third grade. But those who oppose the bill say it 
doesn't protect parents, it just harms children. Ana Ceballos, a reporter for the 
Miami Herald, joins John Yang to discuss. 

 

Kids for Positive Change (30 min.) 

Weekly series, Sundays at 8:30am (#101 – 108 aired 01/01/22 – 02/28/22) 

Kids for Positive Change follows Bree, the rescue rooster, his human, Camille, and the Kids for 

Positive Change Team, as they empower viewers to "Wake up" and take positive action for 

animals, people and the planet, by raising awareness about solutions to environmental problems. 

Episodes focus on specific animals, ecosystems, sustainability and the interconnectivity of all 

species, feature expert guests, and inspire advocacy and action! 

 

Curious Crew (30 min.) 

Weekly series, Mondays at 12:30pm (#704 – 710 aired 01/03/22 – 02/14/22) 

Rob Stephenson and inquisitive kids take a hands-on approach to scientific exploration. Each 

episode incorporates a STEM Challenge.  


